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ABSTRACT 
Some trace inequalities for Hermitian matrices and matrix products involving 
Hermitian matrices are presented. 
INTRODUCTION 
We present some inequalities concerning traces of certain matrices and 
matrix products involving Hermitian matrices that have recently been ap- 
plied in modeling error analysis for filtering and estimation problems [l, 21, 
and in adaptive stochastic control [3]. In [l, 21 the inequalities have been 
used to obtain tight upper and lower bounds on the mean squared errors of 
dynamic estimators whose parameters are subject to uncertainty, while in [3] 
the inequalities have been applied to evaluate the effects of control for 
stochastic processes. 
‘This work was carried out under the National Research Council Postdoctoral Research 
Associateship Program at NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California. 
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NOTATION 
Except where stated otherwise, all matrices considered are n X n 
matrices with complex elements. The notations tr( W) and 4(W), i = 1,. . , , n 
are used to denote the trace and the eigenvalues of a matrix W. If W is a 
Hermitian matrix, we write W > 0 ( W > 0) if W is positive definite (positive 
semidefinite). W>X (W>X) denotes W-X>0 (W-X>O). The maxi- 
mum and minimum eigenvalues of matrix W with real eigenvalues are 
denoted by maxX( W) and minh( W), respectively. The notations I] W(] s and 
]I W (IE are used to denote the spectral and the Euclidean norms, respec- 
tively, of matrix W. W* denotes the conjugate transpose of a complex matrix 
W, and Z, denotes the n X n identity matrix. 
INEQUALITIES 
I. If A>0 and B PO, then 
tr(AB) Str(A)]]B](, <tr(A)tr(B). 
II. IfA>OandB>O,then 
III. If A > 0 and B > 0, then 
(i) tr[(Z, +AB)A] < tr(A)[l+maxX(AB)]. 
(ii) tr[(Z,+AB)A]< ]]A]],[n+tr(AB)]. 
IV. IfA>OandBbO,then 
tr[ (I,+AB)-‘A] > tr@) e) 
l+maxX(AB) ’ I]Z,,+AB]Is * 
V. IfA>O,B>C>O,then 
tr[(A+B))‘Z?] >tr[(A+C)-‘C]. 
VI. If A > 0 and C is any n X n matrix with complex elements, then 
tr(A-%AC*)> 2 iAi(C)i2>iltr(C)/2. 
i=l 
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An upper bound for tr(A - ‘CAC*) in general involves the condition number 
of A, and the bound therefore depends on how well-conditioned matrix A is. 
VII. If an n X n matrix A > 0 is partitioned as 
Al AZ 
i 1 A, A2 ’ 
where A, and A, are n, X n, and n, X n2 matrices, respectively, then 
tr(A,) tr(A,) > tr(AzAa). 
A similar result holds for spectral norms [l, 21; that is, 
VIII. If A > 0 and n1 = n2 in VII, then 
[ tr(A,) - n,minh(A)] [ tr(A,) - n,minh(A)] > { Re[ tr(A,)]}2. 
A similar inequality holds when minX(A) is replaced by maxh(A). 
IX. If 
-** xi2 > o 
. / / 3 
where Ai is an n x n matrix, then the m x m matrix 
t441) tr(A,:) . . . trW3 
tr(AaJ 
T= . 
tr(A,) ... tr(A&) 
> 0. 
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The following inequalities can be obtained from the above result: 
(i) 
Inequality (ii) is a generalization of VIII when A is partitioned into m2 
matrices, each of dimension n X n. 
X. If A and B are any square complex matrices, then 
Itr(eA+B)I < tr[ e(A+A*)/2e(B+B*)/2]. 
For the case where A and B are Hermitian matrices, this inequality 
becomes the Golden-Thompson inequality [4, 51: 
tr(eA+B) B tr(eAeB). 
PROOFS OF THE INEQUALITIES 
Inequalities I and II are direct consequences of the following well-known 
norm inequality (see, e.g., [6], p. 37) 
Ilxyll, ( IlxJl.llylJ,~ (*) 
Inequalities III and IV result by more or less direct applications of I and II, 
respectively. The proofs of these inequalities are straightforward and are 
therefore omitted. 
Znequality V 
tr[(A+B)-‘B] =tr((A+B))‘[(A+B)-A]} 
= tr(Z,) - tr[ (A + B)-‘A] 
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Now tr[(A + B)-‘A] = tr[A’i2(A + B)-‘A”“] and since B >C > 0, (A + B)-’ 
< (A + C)-’ and A112(A +B)-‘A’/2 <A’/2(A + C)-1A’/2. Therefore, tr[(A 
+ B)-‘A] < tr[(A + C)-‘A]. Consequently, 
tr[(A+B)-‘B]=tr(Z”)-tr[(A+B)-‘A] 
>tr(Z”)--tr[(A+C)-‘A]=tr[(A+C)-‘C]. 
Znequulity VI 
where the cyclic property of the trace was used to obtain the first equality 
and the inequality is simply that of Schur [6, p. 661. Since &(A -‘isCA1i2) = 
h(C), the first inequality in VI follows. 
Using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality [7, p. 421, 
and since Cl= i/X,(C) I> Itr( C) 1, the second inequality in VI results. 
Inequality VII 
Note that A > 0 implies that A, > 0 and A, > 0. Now let A^, = A, + &I,,, 
where In, is the n, X n, identity matrix. Then for E > 0, A, > 0. Consider the 
partitioned matrix 
A= A^1 A3* I 1 . A3 A2 
Since Al;’ exists, 
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Therefore, A^ > 0 implies that A, - A$clAg* > 0. Using Weyl’s inequality 
for eigenvalues of Hermitian matrices [B, p. 1571, 
maxA -maxX(As~;‘A,*) > minX(A,- A,i;‘A,*) > 0. 
That is, 
llAzjls > maxh(A,~~‘A,*) = maxh(ff~1’2A3*A3k;1’2) 
= IIA^,‘/2A,*A,&/211s = llAIl’/2(A3*A3)1’2112s. 
Since jlA211s = llA~/“ll~ < llA~/211$, we have 
ll@“ll”EllA2’/“lj”E > llA^:/211”EllA^;‘/2(A3*A3)“211~ 2 Il(A,*A,)“2112,, 
where the last inequality follows using the norm inequality (*). Writing the 
Euclidean norms in terms of traces, we obtain 
tr(L,) tr(A,) > tr(A,*As) 
Substituting A^, = A, + EZ,,, and letting E-O yields inequality VII. 
Inequality VIII 
By the Rayleigh principle [B, p. 1451, 
x*Ax > minX(A)x*x VXEP. 
Writing r* = [x1 * x2*], where x1 and x2 are of dimension nr, we obtain 
xr*A,x, + xr*(As+ As*)xa+ x2*A2x2 > minX(A)(x,*x, + x2*x2) v~r,~aE@. 
Selecting x1 = cur,, where (Y is a scalar, yields 
x2*[a2A,+a(A,+A,*)+A2]x2>minX(A)x2*x2(02+1) Vx2Ep1, 
which implies that 
T=$ 
i=l 
0 
e,C 
0 
0 
0 All _I: e( in1 , 
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Taking traces on both sides of the above inequality yields 
[tr(A,)-n,minh(A)]c~~+2Re[tr(As)]a+ [tr(A,)-n,minA(A)] 20. 
Now, tr(A,) > n, minh(A,), and by Cauchy’s inequality [9, p. 751 minX(A,) > 
minX(A). Therefore, tr(A,) - tzi minh(A) > 0, and for the above inequality to 
hold for all (Y, we require 
{Re[tr(A,)]}2- [tr(A,)-~n,minh(A)][tr(A2)-~n,minh(A)] GO, 
completing the derivation of inequality VIII. 
If A > 0, minX(A) = 0 and inequality VIII reduces to 
tr(Ai)tr(Aa) >(Re[tr(A3)]}2. 
Inequulity IX 
Let e, be the ith column of I,,. Denote the transpose of e, by e,!. Then 
tr(A+) = i e,!Aikei 
i=l 
The matrix T can then be expressed by the following summation 
fL1* 
ei 0 . . . 0 
Oe, : 
. . . 
14, 
. . . 
0 6 ’ e, 
Since A > 0, it follows that T > 0. 
To show (i) we partition T in the form 
T= Tl T3* 
[ 1 T3 T2 ’ 
where Tl =tr(A,,) and T3*=[tr(Ael*) . . . tr(h,*)]. It is clear that the 
inequality holds when Tl = 0. For the case when Tl >O, we can factor T in 
20 
the form 
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Since T > 0 and T1 >O, it follows that T, - T,Tl-‘T..* > 0, resulting in (i). 
Inequality (ii) follows from (i) on taking the traces of both sides of (i) and 
using the fact that tr(Ajl*) tr(Aj,) = jtr(AjJJ2. 
Znequality X 
The proof of this inequality is a straightforward extension of that of the 
Golden-Thompson inequality [5], and the details are therefore omitted. 
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